[Case Study: Sales Enablement]

Ovate develop sales
pursuit strategy for
Marc Silver

CEO & Founder
“Ovate brought a
calm, anything is
possible mentality
to the table.
My problem
wasn’t getting
work in, it was
dealing with the
opportunities in
a clear,
professional and
controlled manner.
Daryl and the
Ovate team have
given me an
approach that
works for me,
provides instant
access to my
latest position,
and also a way to
‘empty my head’
to enable me to
give customers
the best MurWalls
can provide.”

Problem Statement:

MurWalls, a street art in the home concept, launched in December 2019,
the brainchild of founder Marc Silver approached Ovate to provide guidance
of how to keep up with the number of enquiries and balancing investment
(advertising) opportunities with the paying customers. With Covid and
lockdown considerations, MurWalls needed an approach that could keep
up with the pursuits, yet focus the mind on securing revenue to enable
ongoing growth.

Ovate Approach:

Initially, the task was to gain
understanding of the size of
the problem. Spending time
with Marc to understand all
of the conversations, contacts
and where the money was
coming from proved to be an
eye-opening event. With
approx. 60 pursuits in various
diﬀerent states, diﬀerent
values and diﬀerent levels of
contact it became clear that
an eﬀective process was
required to focus pursuits
and reduce personal stress.
After initially ruling out using
a CRM system, Ovate created
a tracker sheet, introducing
weighted pipelines and visual
funnels to provide an instant
view of pipeline position. After
a few weeks of operation, the
mindset had switched from
chasing everything, to
focusing energy on the more
certain pursuits and where
and when to push ‘free’
advertising deals.

Benefits:

1. Instant view of pipeline. Funnel
view allowed MurWalls to turn-up
lead generation where necessary.
2. Weighted pipeline provided a guide as to
when to chase, and when to sit tight
3. View of deal closure allowed scheduling
of artists

About Ovate:

Whether you are a small business, a
start-up or a national corporation, we oﬀer
fresh eyes and innovative ideas. We help
you overcome operational business
challenges, ensuring that your business
works for both you and your customers.
Having worked within the corporate world,
we decided to pursue our passion on our
own terms, by setting up Ovate.
Our strengths lie in the fact that we are
not a large corporate consultancy with
strict processes and hierarchies. We adapt
our services and aﬀordability to the needs
of our clients. Everyone that works with us
can be assured of our passion,
commitment and expertise.

www.ovate.co.uk
enquiries@ovate.co.uk

